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Vibrational relaxation in I 2
À
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clusters excited by femtosecond stimulated emission pumping
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Vibrational relaxation dynamics in I2
2(Ar) n (n51,2,6,9) and I2

2(CO2)n (n51,4,5) clusters are
studied using femtosecond stimulated emission pumping~fs-SEP! in conjunction with femtosecond
photoelectron spectroscopy. fs-SEP generates coherently excited I2

2 within the cluster; results are
reported here for excitation energies of 0.57 and 0.75 eV. The time-dependent PE spectra track
relaxation of the clustered I2

2 through coherent intensity oscillations observed at short times~,10
ps! and shifts of the photoelectron spectra that can be seen out to several hundred picoseconds. The
relaxation rates depend on the cluster type and excitation energy: the overall time scale in I2

2(CO2)n

clusters is relatively independent of both, but in I2
2(Ar) n clusters the time scale generally increases

with cluster size and decreases with excitation energy. The observed dynamics for I2
2(CO2) and

several of the I2
2(Ar) n clusters directly probe the time scale for solvent evaporation. ©2003

American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1585029#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Small anion clusters comprising an anion chromoph
and one or more solvent species have become model sys
for studying the influence of molecular solvation on fund
mental molecular processes.1–3 Anions are mass-selectabl
allowing the evolution of solvent-dependent dynamics to
examined as a function of the number of solvent species
addition, the charged chromophore results in relativ
strong interactions with the solvent, so that processes suc
solvent-induced recombination and vibrational relaxat
following photodissociation of the anion chromophore a
seen with relatively few solvent atoms/molecules. As a
sult, cluster studies have provided many points of comp
son with condensed-phase studies of dynamics in soluti4

One of the major research directions in our group and oth
has been to follow the dynamics that occur upon photo
sociation of I2

2 embedded in a small solvent cluster; su
dynamics can become quite complex, especially in lar
clusters, where pure dissociation is supplanted by solv
induced curve-crossing, recombination, and vibrational
ergy loss on the ground state, with solvent evaporation
curring at any of these stages.

The photodissociation of I2
2 within argon and CO2 clus-

ters was first studied by Lineberger and co-workers,5–8 who
measured product distributions and performed time-reso
absorption recovery experiments. In our group, we have u
femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy~FPES!9–12 to in-
vestigate the same processes. This experimental wor
complemented by molecular dynamics simulations by Par
and co-workers2,13–18 and others.19–22 The two solvent spe-
cies create very different dynamics. In I2

2(CO2)n clusters,
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recombination on the ground state and vibrational relaxa
occur very rapidly. For I2

2(CO2)16, in which the I2
2 is sur-

rounded by a full solvent shell, recovery of 790 nm abso
tion occurs with a time scale of only 1.3 ps;7 simulations of
its FPE spectra showed that on this time scale, both rec
bination and vibrational energy loss occurred, but that co
plete solvent evaporation took hundreds of picoseconds.12 In
I2
2(Ar) n clusters, time scales for curve-crossing and ene

loss are much longer, but evaporation of solvent atoms fr
the ground state more closely tracks the transfer of vib
tional energy out of the iodine stretch. Absorption recove
in I2

2(Ar) 20 ~also a full solvent shell! occurs on a time scale
of 130 ps.7 Molecular dynamics simulations16 and simulation
of its FPE spectra11 showed this time scale to be determin
by the rate of vibrational relaxation on the ground state
conjunction with evaporation.

In all of these studies, the dynamics due to the upp
state processes of dissociation and recombination can be
ficult to separate from those occurring on the ground state
order to reduce the complexity of the system and exam
only ground-state vibrational relaxation, we have pair
FPES with femtosecond stimulated emission pumping~fs-
SEP! and directly created vibrationally excited I2

2 in its
ground electronic state embedded in a cluster of solvent m
ecules. In two recent papers,23,24 we presented results fo
fs-SEP on the cluster I2

2(CO2)4 . Here, we continue this
work by using fs-SEP to investigate vibrational relaxation
I2
2(CO2)n (n51,5) and I2

2(Ar) n (n51,2,6,9).
The fs-SEP method is illustrated in Fig. 1. The potenti

shown are those for bare I2
2 ; the addition of solvent mol-

ecules stabilizes the anion relative to the neutral by as m
as 500 meV for 5 CO2 molecules.25 Ultrafast pump and
dump laser pulses sequentially excite the I2

2 chromophore
within the cluster to theÃ8 2Pg,1/2 electronic state, then
stimulate a portion of the evolving wave packet back do
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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2(Ar)n
to the groundX̃ 2Su
1 state. The resulting wave packet~the

SEP wave packet! initially has vibrational excitationEexc

5hnpump2hndump. The pump–dump delayDt1 is chosen to
optimize SEP efficiency and is generally around 100 fs.26 As
the wave packet evolves, energy transfer can occur betw
the vibrationally excited I2

2 and the surrounding solvent mo
ecules. We probe the cluster at any time delay with a th
ultrafast pulse, an UV probe pulse, which photodetaches
anion, promoting the cluster to the neutral state and prod
ing a photoelectron whose energy depends on probe ph
energy and the distance between the anion and ne
curves. The electrons are collected in a time-of-flight sp
trometer, yielding PE spectra that depend on the dum
probe delay. Other groups using the fs-SEP method probe
vibrationally excited molecules with three-photo
ionization27 or time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Ram
spectroscopy.28,29

The PE spectra contain information about many
tributes of the system: the SEP wave packet, the residuv
50 ground state wave packet, and the residual wave pa
on the excited anion potential. However, when the SEP w
packet is at its inner turning point~ITP!, photodetachment to
the I2 ground state yields high kinetic energy electrons~see
Fig. 1! that cannot be produced by any other photodeta
ment process, so that the highest energy region of the
spectra enables one to track the dynamics at the ITP se
tively. In previous work on I2

2(CO2)4 ,24 we examined the

FIG. 1. Schematic of SEP-FPES experiment. Potential energy curves~bot-
tom to top! are for theX 2Su

1 andA8 2Pg,1/2 states of I2
2 andX 1Sg

1 state of
I2 . The inset shows calculated structures for I2

2(Ar) 6 and I2
2(CO2)5 ~Refs.

14, 17, 42!.
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ITP region of the spectrum and found it indicative of ener
loss to the solvent in two ways. Oscillations from recu
rences of the SEP wave packet at the ITP were observed
exhibited a time-dependent increase in frequency as the2

2

chromophore relaxed in the anharmonic well. In additio
relaxation caused the highest energy region of the PE s
trum to shift to lower energy as the anion wave pac
moved further from the neutral surface.

Key results for I2
2(CO2)4 are as follows: Experiments

were done at several excitation energies (Eexc) up to 85% of
the well depth~1.01 eV! for I2

2 , and the oscillations and
spectral shifts were analyzed to determine the tim
dependent vibrational energyEvib(t). We found that the
chromophore loses;0.2 to 0.4 eV within the first 3 ps, and
that the overall relaxation time scale was about 5 ps reg
less of Eexc. This rate compares remarkably well wit
solution-phase experiments where the vibrational relaxa
rate of ground state I2

2 in the lowest third of the potentia
well was found to occur with time constants of 3–6 ps.4,30–35

We also found evidence for initial rapid energy loss duri
the first excursion of the wave packet across the poten
before its first arrival at the ITP 300–400 fs after the dum
pulse. This observation is consistent with solution-pha
results4,31,32 and simulations of vibrational relaxation i
clusters13 and solution,36 which indicate that energy loss a
the top of the I2

2 potential well can be extremely efficient.
The I2

2(CO2)4 results form the basis for the curren
study of I2

2(Ar) n (n51,2,6,9) and I2
2(CO2)n (n51,5). We

are interested in how the vibrational relaxation dynam
change when the number and type of solvent molecule
varied. We also hope to gain more insight into two un
solved issues in the previous work: the apparent rapid ene
loss during the first;300 fs, discussed earlier, and the tim
scale of solvent evaporation, a process strongly couple
vibrational relaxation of the I2

2 . Product distributions37 de-
termined in our lab using a linear reflectron show that eva
ration is largely complete in I2

2(CO2)4 and I2
2(CO2)5 several

microseconds after excitation via fs-SEP, but the actual t
scale for solvent evaporation from I2

2(CO2)4 could not be
determined easily from the SEP-FPES spectra. Experim
and simulations of the photodissociation dynamics
I2
2(CO2)n suggest that the CO2 solvent network has a rela

tively large capacity to absorb energy, whereas an argon
vent shell has a lower capacity due to much weaker intr
luster bonding.7,11,12,16Both types of clusters are examined
the current study so that by comparing their dynamics
can determine the coupling of evaporation to vibrational
laxation with more certainty. The smallest clusters are
particular interest because complete evaporation is poss
and no dynamics can occur once the solvent is gone; th
clusters therefore provide definitive limits on the time sc
for evaporation.

II. EXPERIMENT

The apparatus has been described in detail previous24

An appropriate gas mixture~pure Ar at 30 psi or 2.5% CO2
in Ar at 20 psi! is passed over crystalline iodine, expand
into vacuum through a pulsed piezoelectric valve, a
crossed by a 1.2 keV beam from an electron gun. Clu
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2022 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 4, 22 July 2003 Davis et al.
anions are pulse-extracted into a Wiley–McLaren mass s
trometer and travel to the laser interaction region. There,
cluster of interest is intersected by femtosecond pum
dump, and probe pulses generated from a Clark-MXR reg
eratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser, which, like the puls
valve, runs at a repetition rate of 500 Hz. The pump a
probe pulse wavelengths are 790 nm~60 mJ, 90 fs!, the fun-
damental of the Ti:sapphire laser, and 263 nm~20 mJ, 110
fs!, produced by frequency-tripling some of the fundamen
laser pulse. The tunable dump pulse~130 fs! is produced as
the signal or idler beam from an optical paramet
generator/amplifier~TOPAS; Light Conversion! pumped by
a portion of the 790 nm pulse; the dump wavelength use
these studies is either 1250 nm~60 mJ!, corresponding to
Eexc50.57 eV, or 1520 nm~45 mJ!, corresponding toEexc

50.75 eV. The pump–dump and dump–probe delays are
dependently set by propagating the pump and probe pu
through computer-controlled translation stages. Ejected e
trons are collected with.50% efficiency in a magnetic
bottle time-of-flight analyzer.

In experiments on I2
2(CO2)n clusters, the dump puls

was chopped at half the laser repetition rate, with the tw
color ~pump1probe! spectra saved for normalization and s
multaneously dynamically subtracted from the three-co
spectra~pump1dump1probe! on a shot-to-shot basis. Typ
cal collection times were 50 s per spectrum. The lower
tensity of the I2

2(Ar) n clusters made dynamical subtractio
~and the corresponding loss of every other dump pulse! im-
practical. No subtraction or explicit normalization schem
was employed for these clusters; the spectra were norma
by scaling their total area. Average collection times for t
I2
2(Ar) n clusters were between 100 and 300 s per spectr

The zeros-of-time inside the machine were determined
above-threshold-detachment of I2 by the dump and probe o
pump and probe pulses.

III. RESULTS

Representative PE spectra of I2
2(Ar) 2 , I2

2(Ar) 6 , and
I2
2(CO2)5 with Eexc50.57 eV are shown in Fig. 2. Thex axis

shows the electron kinetic energy~eKE!. Spectra for the
I2
2(Ar) n clusters are taken with pump, dump, and pro

pulses all present, and have been normalized to the
intensity. In the bottom panel, for I2

2(CO2)5 , dynamical sub-
traction, i.e., ~pump1dump1probe!2~pump1probe! has
been employed, and the three-color spectra were norma
to the two-color background spectra. Each panel shows s
tra taken at three dump–probe delays. The results in Fi
represent only a small sample of the overall data set; data
I2
2(Ar) were taken atEexc50.57 eV, and data for I2

2(Ar) 2,6,9

and I2
2(CO2)1,5 were taken 0.57 and 0.75 eV, with spect

obtained at hundreds of time delays for each cluster.
In the top panel of Fig. 2, spectra of I2

2(Ar) 2 at short
dump–probe delays are displayed. The pump–dump d
(Dt1 in Fig. 1! is 80 fs. The prominent peaks at eKE51.6
and 0.7 eV are from detachment of the upper-state disso
tion products, I2 and I2(Ar) in this case, and of a sma
amount of residual ground state I2

2(Ar) 2 . Features induced
by the dump pulse are of greatest interest for the cur
Downloaded 22 Jul 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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study, most notably the signal at high electron kinetic en
gies~eKE!. At 160 fs after the dump pulse, intensity at eK
.1.9 eV is relatively low, while at 360 fs a distinct feature
apparent in the region. The intensity at high eKE drops ag
in the 560 fs spectrum. The spectral region around 1.15
marked with an asterisk, exhibits the opposite tim
dependent behavior, i.e., has high intensity at 160 and 56
but markedly lower intensity at 360 fs. These out-of-pha
oscillations at high and lower eKE are from recurrences
the ITP and outer turning point of the SEP wave pack
respectively;24 they are seen in bare I2

2 and for all the clus-
ters sizes at both values ofEexc.

At dump–probe delays longer than a few picosecon
~3–9, depending on cluster size!, oscillations are no longe
evident, but in the larger clusters the high-eKE region of
spectrum continues to evolve, shifting to lower kinetic en
gies. This is illustrated in the middle and lower panels of F
2, which show spectra of I2

2(Ar) 6 and I2
2(CO2)5 at longer

dump–probe delays. The pump–dump delays are 110
125 fs, respectively. The high-eKE feature shifts by about
eV in 50 ps for the argon cluster, and by 0.5 eV in 11 ps
the CO2 cluster. The I2

2(Ar) 6 spectra are qualitatively simila
to the I2

2(Ar) 2 spectra in the top panel, with the most prom
nent peaks being dissociation products induced by the pu
pulse. The I2

2(CO2)5 spectra, as mentioned previously, a
dynamically subtracted, so regions of positive intensity c
respond to features induced by the dump pulse, while

FIG. 2. Pump–dump–probe spectra for I2
2(S)n with 0.57 eV initial excita-

tion energy. ~a! I2
2(Ar) 2 , illustrating initial intensity oscillations.~b!

I2
2(Ar) 6 , demonstrating longer-time shifts of the high-eKE edge.~c!

I2
2(CO2)5 , illustrating the results of dynamical subtraction and the mo

rapid edge shift.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2(Ar)n
negative-going regions are due to depletion of the upper-s
wave packet~i.e., dissociation products! by the dump pulse.
In both cases the high-eKE portion of the spectrum is
duced by the dump pulse.

The oscillations at high eKE can be followed by plottin
the integrated intensity of the high-eKE signal as a funct
of time. Results for bare I2

2 , I2
2(Ar) 2,6,9 and I2

2(CO2)1,5 at
Eexc50.57 and 0.75 eV are shown in Fig. 3; similar plots f
I2
2(CO2)4 appear in our previous paper.24 The top panel of

Fig. 3 also shows high eKE oscillations from I2
2(Ar), which

was studied only atEexc50.57 eV. The frequency an
dephasing time of I2

2(Ar) are essentially identical to those o
bare I2

2 . However, in I2
2 , the oscillations rephase around 4

ps38 with intensity comparable to the initial magnitude, whi
no rephasing is seen in I2

2(Ar).
The oscillations for the other clusters show significa

differences from bare I2
2 . The trends are most easily dis

cerned by examining them in groups by solvent type and
Eexc, and are highlighted in Fig. 3 by asterisk symbo
placed over the first and fourth maximum for each osci
tion. For both I2

2(Ar) n>2 and I2
2(CO2)n>1 clusters at a given

value of Eexc, the spacing between the intensity maxim
decreases with increasingn; in other words, the oscillation
frequency increases with the addition of solvent atoms

FIG. 3. Integrated high-eKE signal for bare and clustered I2
2 as a function of

time. Top panel:Eexc50.57 eV; bottom panel:Eexc50.75 eV.
Downloaded 22 Jul 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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molecules. Comparison of the same cluster size~including
n50) at different values ofEexc shows that a cluster excite
with 0.75 eV has a lower oscillation frequency than atEexc

50.57 eV. Different clusters lose coherence over differ
time scales: the I2

2(Ar) n oscillations dephase more quickl
for Eexc50.75 eV than forEexc50.57 eV~4 ps versus at leas
6 ps!; this trend does not exist to the same degree in the C2

cluster oscillations, which generally dephase around 3 ps
both values ofEexc. A single CO2 molecule reduces the
dephasing time more than nine argon atoms, but for b
solvent types the dephasing time at the two excitation en
gies is shorter than for that of I2

2 , about 7–9 ps, which
results from anharmonic dephasing of the SEP wa
packet.38 Finally, the most important but least obvious cha
acteristic of all the cluster oscillations in Fig. 3@with the
exception of I2

2(Ar)] is that their frequency increases wit
time, as seen previously24 for I2

2(CO2)4 and discussed in the
following.

The other dump-induced effect is the shift of the hig
eKE edge of the spectrum toward lower eKE with increas
dump–probe delay. In Fig. 4, the position of this edge~where
‘‘edge’’ is the energy at the half-height of the high-eKE in
tensity! is graphed as a function of dump–probe delay ou
150 ps for each cluster and value ofEexc. Each panel dis-
plays the shift for one cluster, with the upper trace cor
sponding toEexc50.75 eV, and the lower curve toEexc

50.57 eV. For I2
2(Ar) 2 at both values ofEexc and I2

2(Ar) 6,9

and I2
2(CO2) at Eexc50.57 eV, very noisy data at early time

FIG. 4. Position of the high-eKE edge of the spectrum as function of dum
probe delay time. Each panel shows a different cluster, with the upper t
at Eexc50.75 eV and the lower trace atEexc50.57 eV.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2024 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 4, 22 July 2003 Davis et al.
~,7 ps! have been smoothed with a period of about 500
Similar plots for bare I2

2 and I2
2(CO2)4 can be found in our

previous publication.24 I2
2(Ar) with Eexc50.57 eV does not

undergo a measurable spectral shift and is not sho
I2
2(Ar) 2 at Eexc50.57 eV undergoes a very small shift o

around 50 meV within the first 15 ps. I2
2(CO2) at both values

of Eexc and I2
2(Ar) 2 at the higher excitation energy underg

small but distinct shifts of about 0.1 eV within the first 15 p
In contrast, the shift of the high-eKE edge of the spectrum
larger clusters is quite substantial, ranging from about 0
eV for I2

2(Ar) 6 with Eexc50.57 eV to about 0.6 eV for
I2
2(Ar) 9 and I2

2(CO2)5 with Eexc50.75 eV. The shifts for
I2
2(CO2)5 happen much more quickly than for the larger a

gon cluster spectra; for I2
2(CO2)5 at both excitation energies

the spectra no longer shift by about 30 ps, while for I2
2(Ar) 9

at both energies and I2
2(Ar) 6 at Eexc50.57 eV, shifting does

not appear to be over even by 100 ps.

IV. ANALYSIS

Procedures for analysis of the time-dependent osc
tions and shifts that were employed for I2

2(CO2)4 are also
utilized here.24 The high-eKE signal, which is the focus o
our analysis, is from detachment of the SEP wave pac
near the ITP of the ground state anion potential, as illustra
in Fig. 1; any electrons with eKE above about 2 eV@lower
for I2

2(CO2)5 , since the anion is shifted so much relative
the neutral# must come from vibrationally excited I2

2 . Else-
where on the anion ground state, detachment of the
wave packet results in slower electrons which are gener
in the same eKE range as electrons detached from the u
state or residualv50 wave packets. Only at high eKE do th
spectra exhibit ‘‘clean’’ SEP dynamics that can be read
analyzed. We fit the intensity oscillations and spectrum e
shifts in this region to determine the time-dependent I2

2 vi-
brational energy,Evib(t), and compare the rates and amou
of energy loss in the various clusters. For each cluster,
can also use the values ofEvib derived in both ways to come
up with quantitative measures for the amount of energy
before the first occurrence of the wave packet at the ITP, a
in some cases, for the total amount of energy lost in
system.

A. Oscillations at the inner turning point

The oscillations shown in Fig. 3 occur as the SEP wa
packet moves into and out of the ITP region. In bare I2

2 , the
oscillation frequency at a givenEexc is constant, decreasin
with increasing Eexc owing to the anharmonicity of the
potential.38 In contrast, we found that in I2

2(CO2)4 , the os-
cillation frequency increases with time,23,24 since in losing
energy to the solvent modes the I2

2 wave packet drops down
in the anharmonic potential well, where the spacing betw
adjacent vibrational levels is larger. The oscillation fr
quency also increases with time for all clusters discus
here, except for I2

2(Ar) at Eexc50.57 eV. In order to quan
tify the changing frequency, each oscillation in Fig. 3 was
to a modified sinusoidal function with a frequency that
creases either linearly or quadratically with time. Before
ting, the oscillations were shifted to be centered about z
Downloaded 22 Jul 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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intensity, and a FFT filter was applied that passed bandw
between 0.5 and 1.5 times the peak in the overall FT. A
smoothing, each oscillation was fit by a nonlinear lea
squares method with a function proportional to

FexpS 2~ t2t0!2

2w2 D 1y0GsinS 2ptS f 01
a

2
t1

b

3
t2D1f D . ~1!

The instantaneous, time-dependent frequency is de
mined by the derivative of the argument,f 01at1bt2. The
envelope is an offset Gaussian function, needed becaus
intensity does not decay to zero and, for several data s
peaks at the second oscillatory maximum. Selected par
eters resulting from the fits are shown in Table I, and
time-dependent frequencies are plotted in Fig. 5. Also
cluded are the constant frequencies for bare I2

2 and the lin-
early increasing frequencies for I2

2(CO2)4 determined
previously.24 Each oscillation was fit first withb50 ~linearly
changing frequency!, and then a fit withbÞ0 ~quadratically
changing frequency! was attempted. In most cases, the qu
dratically changing frequency did not result in a better
However for I2

2(CO2) at both values ofEexc and for I2
2(Ar) 6

at Eexc50.75 eV, the quadratically changing frequency pr
duced a fit that was both better than and different from the
with the linearly changing frequency. In these cases, par
eters for both fits are listed in Table I, but for simplicity th
quadratic fits are not displayed in Fig. 5. Generally, the
cillations in the clusters withEexc50.75 eV increase in fre-
quency more quickly than those at the lower excitation
ergy, except for I2

2(CO2)4 , where the slope atEexc

50.75 eV ~from the previous paper24! now looks anoma-
lously low in light of the additional data for I2

2(CO2)5 . A
common characteristic of the fits to all of the clusters is t

TABLE I. Selected parameters from fits to oscillations in Fig. 3, af
smoothing. See Eq.~1! in text and Fig. 5.

Eexc

~eV! Cluster f 0 (cm21) a (cm21/ps) b ((cm21)2/ps)

0.57 Bare I2
2a 69 ¯ ¯

I2
2(Ar) 69.760.2 0.1360.05 ¯

I2
2(Ar) 2 70.260.2 0.7460.09 ¯

I2
2(Ar) 6 73.060.3 1.460.1 ¯

I2
2(Ar) 9 74.560.3 2.2560.13 ¯

I2
2(CO2) 74.760.4 2.360.4 ¯

72.861.3 5.662 21.1310236731024

I2
2(CO2)4

b 78.660.3 6.760.3 ¯

I2
2(CO2)5 84.060.3 5.660.2 ¯

0.75 Bare I2
2a 52 ¯ ¯

I2
2(Ar) 2 56.860.5 0.8560.31 ¯

I2
2(Ar) 6 59.760.4 4.260.3 ¯

62.860.9 20.3460.13 1.33102363.731024

I2
2(Ar) 9 60.860.4 4.960.2 ¯

I2
2(CO2) 63.760.5 3.760.3 ¯

61.961.2 6.561.8 28.43102465.431024

I2
2(CO2)4

b 79.461.0 1.460.7 ¯

I2
2(CO2)5 80.561.5 5.061.1 ¯

aReference 38.
bReference 24.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2(Ar)n
extrapolation tot50 yields a higher frequency than bare I2
2

at the same value ofEexc; this is particularly pronounced fo
the I2

2(CO2)4,5 clusters.
The instantaneous frequency of the oscillations depe

on the spacing between adjacent vibrational energy leve
the I2

2 moiety. Thus, using the known potential for bare I2
2 ,38

the time-dependent frequencies can be converted to t
dependent vibrational energies@Evib(t)#. Values ofEvib(t)
determined from the linearly increasing frequency fits
I2
2(Ar) n and I2

2(CO2)n clusters are shown in Fig. 6 as hea
straight lines. When the oscillation frequency increases w
time, Evib(t) decreases.Evib can be determined in this man
ner only while the oscillations have measurable amplitu
and so is shown up to 3–4 ps for the CO2 clusters and 4–7
ps for the Ar clusters. The decrease inEvib is somewhat more
pronounced forEexc50.75 eV than 0.57 eV, and general
faster for larger clusters. For the argon clusters, the los
range from 34 meV over 4 ps~for n52 atEexc50.75 eV) to
240 meV over 4.3 ps~for n59 at Eexc50.75 eV). The loss
for I2

2(Ar), for which the oscillation frequency shows n
significant change with time, would be negligible. For t
CO2 clusters,Evib derived from the oscillations shows loss
that range from 70 meV over 3.5 ps (n51, Eexc50.57 eV,
quadratic fit! to 290 meV over 4.2 ps (n55, Eexc

50.75 eV). Note that these losses are all measured from
extrapolated values tot50 of the linear fits, all of which are
lower than the known initialEexc. We have attributed this
discrepancy to initial fast energy loss before the first arri
of the wave packet at the inner turning point, unseen in
analysis because we only detect at the ITP.24 This point is
discussed further in Sec. IV C.

FIG. 5. Time dependent oscillation frequenciesf 01at @see Eq.~1! and
Table I# for I2

2(Ar) n ~top panel! and I2
2(CO2)n ~bottom panel! at Eexc

50.57 eV~solid lines! and 0.75 eV~dashed lines!.
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B. Shift of the spectrum

The amount of vibrational energy in the I2
2 moiety can

also be determined by the position of the high-eKE edge
the spectrum, because greater vibrational excitation yie
more energetic photoelectrons at the inner turning po
Thus the shift of the spectrum edge to lower energies, as s
in Fig. 4, signifies vibrational relaxation in the I2

2 well, and
we can use the known potentials for bare I2

2 and neutral
I2 ,38–41 coupled with the known ‘‘solvent shifts’’ in the PE
spectrum induced by clustering,25,42 to extract time-
dependent values ofEvib for each cluster.

The edge position is given byhnprobe2VDEITP, where
hnprobe is the energy of the probe photon and VDEITP is the
vertical detachment energy at the inner turning poi
VDEITP is determined both byEvib and by the solvent shift
for the cluster of interest; the larger the cluster, the more
anion is stabilized relative to the neutral surface. Addition
2, 6, and 9 argon atoms shifts the anion potential lower w
respect to the ground neutral state by 50, 130, and 160 m
respectively,42 while the addition of 1 and 5 CO2 molecules
shifts the anion by 140 and 500 meV.25 Since evaporation,
which would change the solvent shift, is a possibility,Evib

FIG. 6. Vibrational energy (Evib) remaining for the cluster at early dump
probe delay times. Each cluster size is on a separate row. Jagged line
derived from the shift of the spectrum edge in Fig. 4, the uppermost ass
ing no evaporation (n5ni), and the lower either assuming total evaporati
@ I2

2(Ar) n and I2
2(CO2)] or the smallest product found in the microsecon

product distributions—Ref. 34@ I2
2(CO2)5#. The smooth dashed curv

through theni curves in each panel represents an exponential fit using
~2!; parameters are given in Table II. The straight solid lines are deri
from the time-dependent frequency of the oscillations using the potentia
bare I2

2 . Eexc5hnpump2hndump is shown as a horizontal dotted line.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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must be calculated assuming all possible values for the n
ber of solvent atoms/molecules.

The resulting values ofEvib(t) are shown as the jagge
lines in Fig. 6, for short dump–probe delay times, and in F
7, for times out to 150 ps. Note that different vertical sca
are used in these figures, depending on the cluster iden
For the I2

2(Ar) n clusters,Evib was calculated for each valu
of n>0 up to the initial cluster size,ni , since based on the
binding energy of Ar to I2

2 , even the lowerEexc of 0.57 eV is
theoretically enough to evaporate all of the solvent ato
from the largest cluster,n59. However, for clarity only the
curves forEvib assumingn50 andn5ni are displayed; the
curves for the intermediate cluster sizes are more-or-
evenly spaced between the two shown. For the I2

2(CO2)5

clusters, the minimum size cluster shown in Figs. 6 and
determined by the smallest significant product found in
daughter ion distribution at the excitation energy
question.37 For I2

2(CO2), curves are shown for the binar
complex and the bare ion.

For each cluster and value ofEexc, Evib for ni was fit to
a single exponential decay curve of the form

Evib~ t !5E01Ae2t/t. ~2!

The best fit is shown as a dashed line through the co
spondingni curve. The fit parameters, including those det
mined previously for I2

2(CO2)4 ,24 can be found in Table II.
For each I2

2(CO2)n cluster exceptn55 atEexc50.75 eV, the
time constant for vibrational relaxation,t, is between 4 and 6
ps, relatively independent ofEexc or n. In contrast,t for

FIG. 7. Evib~t) over long times for clustered I2
2 , determined from the shift

of the spectrum edge. Lines are as described in the caption for Fig. 6.
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I2
2(Ar) n appears to depend strongly on bothn andEexc; for

any sizen, increasingEexc decreasest ~i.e., the dynamics
speed up at higher excitation energy!. Alternatively, at a
given value ofEexc, increasing the cluster size tends to i
creaset, except forn56 and 9 atEexc50.57 eV, which have
approximately the same value oft. For either solvent type
as the number of solvent molecules increases, the resi
energy E0 decreases. The constantA represents a lowe
bound for the total amount of energy loss from the iodi
vibration, regardless of whether evaporation has occurre
increases with cluster size except for I2

2(CO2)4 and
I2
2(CO2)5 , for which it is approximately the same.

C. Upper and lower bounds of Evib „t …

As discussed previously,24 values ofEvib derived from
the oscillations and edge-shifts are lower and upper bou
respectively, to the ‘‘true’’ amount of energy remaining in th
I2
2 vibration. Previous resonance impulsive stimulated R

man scattering~RISRS! experiments43 showed that the fun-
damental oscillation frequencies of I2

2(CO2)n>4 and
I2
2(Ar) n>12 are slightly blueshifted@1.7 cm21 for I2

2(CO2)4 ,
1 cm21 for I2

2(Ar) 12] compared to bare I2
2 , while no blue-

shift was seen for I2
2(Ar) 6 . Since we use the bare I2

2 poten-
tial to determineEvib from the oscillations, the vibrationa
energy remaining is underestimated in those clusters
show a blueshift. However, I2

2(CO2)4,5 are the only clusters
considered here which we know are blueshifted; RIS
spectra were not measured for I2

2(CO2) or I2
2(Ar) 9 , but the

blueshifts for these clusters are certainly less than thos
I2
2(CO2)4 and I2

2(Ar) 12, respectively. Thus, for analysis pu
poses, we will neglect this effect for clusters other th
I2
2(CO2)4,5, keeping in mind that our experiments prob

high vibrational levels where solvent effects on the I2
2 vibra-

tional frequency may be amplified. On the other hand,
extraction ofEvib from the maximum eKE in the FPE spect
overestimates it for all clusters reported here; the spectra
Doppler-broadened because of the speed of the ion bea44

and the edge of the spectrum that we measure is actu
higher in energy than the true energy from detachment at
ITP.

TABLE II. Parameters for exponential fit of the formEvib5E01Ae(2t/t) to
uppermostEvib curves in Figs. 6 and 7.

Eexc ~eV) Cluster E0 (eV) A (eV) t ~ps!

0.57 I2
2(Ar) 2 0.54560.012 0.06860.013 1569

I2
2(Ar) 6 0.31460.015 0.28060.014 28.263.8

I2
2(Ar) 9 0.17160.015 0.38160.014 27.664.0

I2
2(CO2) 0.53560.004 0.07260.007 3.960.8

I2
2(CO2)4

a 0.14760.005 0.42260.007 5.060.2
I2
2(CO2)5 0.10560.005 0.41560.018 4.3860.35

0.75 I2
2(Ar) 2 0.71060.011 0.15760.050 1.360.6

I2
2(Ar) 6 0.52360.013 0.20760.024 6.462.1

I2
2(Ar) 9 0.30960.017 0.37360.019 16.462.1

I2
2(CO2) 0.63760.006 0.07260.017 5.662.4

I2
2(CO2)4

a 0.19360.006 0.4760.02 5.1660.39
I2
2(CO2)5 0.18360.005 0.53060.039 2.6260.25

aReference 24.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2(Ar)n
Values ofEvib from the edge shifts are also upper limi
for reasons that were not considered previously. In constr
ing Figs. 6 and 7, we assume that the edge position
function only of the vibrational energy of the I2

2 and the
number of solvent species present at timet; the only effect of
the solvent is to shift the anion potential lower in ener
relative to the neutral, using energetics derived from the
spectra of relatively cold cluster anions. However, in o
experiment, the cluster heats up as the I2

2 loses energy~but
before evaporation occurs!, so the observed spectra refle
vibrational excitation not only of the I2

2 but of the low-
frequency anion–solvent and solvent–solvent vibratio
modes. Since the frequency of anion–solvent modes wil
higher, in general, than the frequencies of the analog
modes in the neutral, vibrational excitation of these mo
will shift the maximum eKE out to higher values, even
Dv50 transitions in these modes dominate. Thus, the va
of Evib derived assuming only I2

2 vibrational excitation will
be too high. As the clusters lose energy by evaporative c
ing, this effect becomes less important. As a conseque
the distinction is blurred between a hot cluster withn solvent
species and a cluster withn-1 solvents resulting from evapo
rative cooling, so that abrupt edge shifts associated with
vent evaporation should not be~and indeed never are! ob-
served.

Figure 5 shows that by the time the wave packet fi
arrives at the inner turning point of the iodine potent
~;300–400 fs as seen in Fig. 3!, its oscillation frequency is
already significantly higher than that of bare I2

2 at the same
Eexc. If the frequency corresponds directly toEvib , this
means that the I2

2 has rapidly lost energy during the firs
half-oscillation across the potential, which we do not pro
in our analysis of the high-eKE region of the spectrum. F
I2
2(Ar) 2,6,9 and I2

2(CO2), converting the frequency at thi
first ITP occurrence directly intoEvib and subtracting the
result from the known value ofEexc ~0.57 or 0.75 eV! gives
the apparent energy loss during the first partial oscillati
These values are given in Table III. They range from only
meV for I2

2(Ar) 2 to 135 meV for I2
2(CO2). Also given in

Table III are values for I2
2(CO2)4,5, where we provide a

range for the initial energy loss, bracketing it with the valu
of Evib(t50) derived from the oscillations~the higher val-
ues! and edge shifts.

At longer times, once the oscillations have dephased,
can only use the edge shifts to determineEvib(t), the values
of which represent upper bounds for the reasons discu
earlier. However, for clusters where the frequency bluesh
ing is minimal, we can use the oscillation-derived values
Evib to estimate a correction to the edge-based values
Evib(t) at short times~while the oscillations are still occur
ring!, and extend the correction to longer times, after
oscillations have dephased. The most appropriate way to
rect the edge-derived values is to shift the raw electron
netic energy values of the edge position~Fig. 4! lower in
energy to compensate for the broadening of the spectra
necessary shift can be determined by the frequency-der
Evib . Then the shifted eKE values can be reconverted
Evib . We have done this for I2

2(CO2) and the I2
2(Ar) n clus-

ters, for which the blueshift of the oscillation frequen
Downloaded 22 Jul 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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should be unimportant. For example, we find for I2
2(CO2)

with Eexc50.57 eV that the edge position must be shift
lower in eKE by 0.136 eV to make the edge-derived value
Evib at 400 fs ~the first occurrence at the ITP! match the
frequency-derived value at this time. The appropriat
shifted values of eKE yield for each cluster and excitati
energy new values ofEvib , which can be fit by an exponen
tial decay function@Eq. ~2!#. For all clusters, the time con
stant t was not significantly changed from the values
Table II; the asymptotic energyE0 is moderately reduced~by
6%–18%!, and the amount of energy lost,A, is slightly re-
duced~by 2%–8%!.

These corrections improve the accuracy of values for
amount of energy loss at long times, or at least times lo
compared tot. Such values can be obtained from th
asymptoticE0 values of exponential fits to the correcte
Evib(t) curves, assuming either no evaporation or compl
evaporation. For example, the corrected values for I2

2(CO2)
with Eexc50.57 eV indicate that, assuming no evaporatio
130 meV is transferred out of the iodine stretch, or 230 m
if evaporation is assumed. At 0.75 eV initial excitation, t
energy loss is 200 or 305 meV without or with evaporati
of the single solvent molecule. Values of this long-time e
ergy loss in I2

2(CO2) and I2
2(Ar) n are presented in Table III

This procedure cannot be applied to I2
2(CO2)4,5 because of

the solvent-induced blueshift. The values for long-time e
ergy loss for these species in Table III are taken solely fr
the~uncorrected! edge-derivedEvib , which overestimates the
amount of energy remaining in the I2

2 vibration, and thus
represent lower bounds.

TABLE III. Short- and long-time values for energy losses from the iodi
stretch.

Eexc

~eV! Cluster
First ITP

occurrence~fs!

Initial
energy

lossa ~meV!

Long-time energy
lossb ~meV! ~zero,
max evaporation!

0.57 I2
2(Ar) 2 360 10 75, 110

I2
2(Ar) 6 330 50 310, 380

I2
2(Ar) 9 320 70 425, 490

I2
2(CO2) 400 70 130, 230

I2
2(CO2)4

c 350 30–140 .420, .530
I2
2(CO2)5 330 80–200 .470, .540

0.75 I2
2(Ar) 2 450 50 155, 190

I2
2(Ar) 6 380 100 280, 370

I2
2(Ar) 9 330 100 460, 550

I2
2(CO2) 460 135 200, 305

I2
2(CO2)4

c 420 120–300 .560, .720
I2
2(CO2)5 440 120–340 .570, .700

aInitial energy loss at first ITP occurrence determined using equality
oscillation-derivedEvib ~normal type!, or through bracketing the trueEvib

between oscillation-derived and edge-derivedEvib ~italics!.
bLong-time energy loss. Assumed to be exact for I2

2(CO2) and I2
2(Ar) n

based on the corrected edge-derivedEvib values. For I2
2(CO2)4,5, the val-

ues are minimum energy loss based only on raw edge-derivedEvib . In both
cases, the first number presumes no evaporation, and the second pre
complete evaporation to the smallest-n curve in Fig. 7.

cReference 24.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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V. DISCUSSION

In many ways, our results conform to expectations
energy relaxation dynamics in clusters. Vibrational ene
loss is significantly faster in I2

2(CO2)n clusters than in
I2
2(Ar!n clusters, a result that can be understood in terms

stronger chromophore–solvent coupling and higher dens
of solvent intermolecular vibrational states in I2

2(CO2)n clus-
ters. As the number of a particular type of solvent specie
increased, the density of solvent vibrational states goes u
does the rate of vibrational energy transfer. These trends
covered in more detail in the discussion that follows.

One important aspect of the overall dynamics not prob
directly in our experiments is the ultimate disposal of solv
vibrational energy via evaporative cooling. In contrast to
vibrational energy loss, the stronger solvent binding a
larger density of vibrational states in I2

2(CO2)n clusters
should lead to slower evaporation than from I2

2(Ar) n clus-
ters. As a consequence, in large I2

2(CO2)n clusters, one ex-
pects a significant separation of time scales between r
vibrational energy relaxation of the I2

2 and much slower sol-
vent evaporation, in which case a statistical treatment wo
suffice to yield approximate solvent evaporation rates. S
a treatment was applied in our recent study of I2

2(CO2)4,5 to
model the extent~but not the rate! of solvent evaporation a
a function of initial I2

2 excitation energy.37 On the other
hand, I2

2(CO2) is too small to warrant a statistical treatmen
as are the two smallest Ar clusters, I2

2(Ar) 1,2. Analysis of the
FPE spectra of larger I2

2(Ar) n clusters11 showed that vibra-
tional energy relaxation and solvent evaporation occurred
similar time scales, complicating a statistical treatment of
solvent evaporation.

We are therefore particularly interested in determining
much as possible from our experimental data concerning
time scale of evaporation. As long as the spectra continu
evolve, either by showing an increasing oscillation frequen
or a shifting of the spectrum edge, there must be at least
solvent species left to be driving the energy loss, so
results provide a lower bound for the time required for co
plete evaporation. We first consider the smallest clust
I2
2(Ar) 1,2 and I2

2(CO2), which have little or no solvent net
work in which energy can be stored. We next discu
I2
2(CO2)5 in the context of the previous work on I2

2(CO2)4 ,
which showed evidence for a large role of the solvent n
work in energy absorption. Finally, we consider I2

2(Ar) 6 and
I2
2(Ar) 9 , whose dynamics indicate intermediate solvent n

work effects.

A. I2
À
„Ar … and I2

À
„Ar …2

A single argon atom seems to have very little effect
vibrationally excited I2

2 during the initial oscillation: the os
cillation frequency only increases by about 1 cm21 during
the 9 ps over which oscillations can be seen, the depha
time is the same as for bare I2

2 , and the edge of the spectru
undergoes no observable shift to lower energy. At lon
times, the cluster oscillations do not rephase, though in
bare ion they rephase by 45 ps.38 The absence of a frequenc
increase indicates that little or no energy is transferred du
the first 10 ps, the duration of the oscillation; if the iodin
Downloaded 22 Jul 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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were to lose the 53 meV necessary for evaporation, i.e.,
binding energy42 of Ar to I2

2 , the oscillation frequency
change would be;5 cm21, which is measurable in our ex
periment@an increase of similar magnitude is indeed seen
I2
2(Ar) 2 , discussed in the following#. We thus conclude tha

no energy loss, and certainly no evaporation, occurs
I2
2(Ar) within the first 10 ps. But the lack of rephasing at 4

ps indicates that the iodine moiety eventually interacts w
the solvent, presumably causing evaporation. Thus, for
small cluster, energy loss and evaporation occurs betw
10–45 ps.

The dynamics in I2
2(Ar) 2 differ from those in I2

2(Ar). At
Eexc50.57 eV, the oscillation frequency drops linearly ov
the 7 ps dephasing time, indicating that energy loss occ
and that there is at least one Ar atom that has not evapor
during this interval. In fact, comparison with I2

2(Ar) sug-
gests thatno evaporation from I2

2(Ar) 2 occurs during the
first 7 ps, since upon evaporation of an argon atom the s
cies would become I2

2(Ar), which does not show evidenc
of energy loss prior to 10 ps at 0.57 eV, and any I2

2(Ar)
produced by evaporation of an Ar would have even less
ergy.

At longer times withEexc50.57 eV, the energy loss in
I2
2(Ar) 2 , presuming complete solvent evaporation, is 1

meV ~Table III!. This would be barely enough to evapora
both argon atoms~the binding energy of an argon atom to I2

2

is 53 meV42!. The alternatives are either loss of;75 meV
with no evaporation, or loss of;90 meV with evaporation of
one solvent atom. In any case, the time constantt515 ps
indicates that at least one Ar atom remains on the cluster
;30 ps, and possibly longer.

At Eexc50.75 eV, at least one Ar atom remains for 4 p
the time scale over which the oscillations increase in f
quency before dephasing. No further evolution of the
spectra occurs beyond 10 ps, suggesting that both Ar at
may have evaporated by then. Indeed, the calculated
energy loss of 190 meV~Table III, assuming complete
evaporation! would be more than enough to evaporate bo
argons with significant kinetic energy. An intriguing result
this energy is that the edge shift yields a more rapid drop
Evib (t51.3 ps) than does the increase in oscillation f
quency, possibly signaling rapid loss of the first argon ato
with continued energy loss and eventual evaporation of
second.

B. I2
À
„CO2…

In this small cluster,Evib(t) derived from the oscillation
frequency indicates that the iodine stretch loses 0.16 eV
3.4 ps for Eexc50.57 eV, and 0.28 eV in 3.8 ps forEexc

50.75 eV. No evaporation is possible while the spectr
edge is still shifting or the oscillations are still increasing
frequency, so we can say that;8–10 ps~about twice the
edge-shift time constantt in Table II! is a lower bound for
the time scale for evaporation, even though, particularly
the higher excitation energy, enough energy is transferre
earlier times for evaporation to occur~the I2

2
•CO2 binding

energy is 230 meV37!. This ;10 ps minimum time scale fo
evaporation is similar to that for I2

2(Ar), but the overall dy-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2(Ar)n
namics are quite different; in the argon cluster, no coupl
between the solvent and iodine vibration appears to oc
before 10 ps, while in the CO2 cluster substantial coupling
and energy loss at early times do occur, but evaporation d
not occur until later. The corrected values for total ene
loss assuming evaporation, 230 meV forEexc50.57 eV and
305 meV forEexc50.75 eV ~Table III!, meet or exceed the
I2
2
•CO2 binding energy. It is likely that evaporation happe

relatively soon after the spectrum stops shifting, since th
are not many solvent modes in which the energy transfe
from the iodine stretch may be easily stored.

This cluster apparently undergoes substantial energy
before the first occurrence at the ITP: 70 and 135 meV
Eexc50.57 and 0.75 eV, respectively~Table III!, a somewhat
surprising result for such a small cluster. Although these v
ues depend on our assumption of no blueshift for I2

2(CO2),
additional confirmation of rapid initial energy loss is pr
vided by the observation thatEvib(t50) obtained from the
edge shifts~which overestimatesEvib) lies below the excita-
tion energy at 0.75 eV~see Fig. 6!. For I2

2(CO2), the totally
symmetric cluster mode frequency was calculated to be
cm21,25 which lies between the vibrational frequencies of2

2

with 0.57 and 0.75 eV vibrational energy~see Table I!. This
near-resonance may facilitate relatively rapid coupling
I2
2(CO2) and probably other CO2 clusters as well, which

also show evidence for rapid initial energy loss.

C. I2
À
„CO2…5

The results for I2
2(CO2)5 should be directly comparabl

to those determined previously for I2
2(CO2)4 . The increased

density of solvent vibrational states associated with the
ditional solvent molecule should result in faster energy tra
fer but slower evaporation, and our results allow these effe
to be quantified. Figure 6 shows that by 3 ps, then55 clus-
ter has lost between 0.26 and 0.4 eV vibrational energy
Eexc50.57 eV, and between 0.4 and 0.5 eV forEexc

50.75 eV ~the upper and lower values are from the ed
shifts assuming no evaporation and the oscillation frequ
cies, respectively!. These are similar to the values fo
I2
2(CO2)4 at Eexc50.57 eV, and slightly larger than th

losses in then54 cluster over the same time period f
Eexc50.75 eV.24 In each case, a large fraction of the loss
3 ps occurs before the first ITP occurrence, at least 120 m
in 400–500 fs for the higherEexc ~Table III!. Table II shows
that the time constantt for the relaxation as determined b
the edge shift is only slightly smaller inn55 versusn54 at
Eexc50.57 eV, but it is significantly shorter forEexc

50.75 eV, 2.6 ps versus 6 ps forn54. Overall, although the
energy loss dynamics for the two clusters are similar,
I2
2(CO2)5 cluster exhibits somewhat faster and greater

ergy loss from the I2
2 chromophore than then54 cluster,

especially at the higher excitation energy.
Both clusters show enough energy loss within the fi

several picoseconds such that evaporation of the maxim
number of solvent molecules as found in the reflect
studies37 could occur, as per the larger long-time loss valu
in Table III. But we cannot determine the time scale f
evaporation for either cluster from our data. Simulations12 of
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FPE spectra from the photodissociation of I2
2(CO2)n indicate

that the final evaporation of solvent molecules from the
brationally relaxing recombined I2

2 may take hundreds o
picoseconds, but such studies were done with much hig
excess energy and more solvent molecules than in the cu
SEP studies. In any event, the solvent network in I2

2(CO2)5

should have a much greater capacity to store the energy
leased from the iodine than any of the other clusters stud
here.

D. I2
À
„Ar …6 and I2

À
„Ar …9

These clusters exhibit intermediate dynamics, gener
showing less total energy loss than then54,5 CO2 clusters,
but more than the smaller clusters. At short times, bef
dephasing of the oscillations occurs, the dynamics
I2
2(Ar) 6 and I2

2(Ar) 9 at each excitation energy are qui
similar, both in terms of initial energy loss~Table III! and
relaxation rate as determined by the frequency shift~Table I!.
At each energy, the relaxation rate for then59 cluster is
only slightly larger than that for then56 cluster, but the
relaxation rates for both clusters are significantly higher
0.75 eV than at 0.57 eV. The overall relaxation time co
stants as determined from the edge shifts are again q
similar at 0.57 eV~from Table II,t528 ps for both clusters!.
At 0.75 eV, both time constants decrease, but the change
the n56 cluster, tot56.4 ps, is considerably more precip
tous than for then59 cluster~t516.4 ps!. These distinctions
can be seen more clearly in Figs. 4 and 7. At 0.75 eV,
I2
2(Ar) 6 edge shifts and the associated value ofEvib~t) flatten

out abruptly beyond 10 ps, whereas the plots for I2
2(Ar) 6 at

0.57 eV and I2
2(Ar) 9 at both energies continue to evolve o

to 150 ps, the maximum time plotted in the figures.
The interplay of relaxation and evaporation is of partic

lar interest in these clusters, as far as determining wh
process is responsible for the observed dynamics over a
ticular time interval. One might expect that at a given ex
tation energy, relaxation is faster for the larger cluster
cause of the higher density of vibrational states, and t
evaporation should be slower for the same reason. The
ues ofEvib~t) at short times derived from the oscillation fre
quency indeed drop more rapidly for then59 at each exci-
tation energy~Table I, Fig. 6!, as expected from thes
considerations. The edge shifts, however, depend on b
relaxation and evaporation dynamics, and the time const
t reflect this, being essentially the same for the two clust
at 0.57 eV and noticeably larger for then59 cluster at 0.75
eV. More specifically, the results for these two clusters pl
ted in Figs. 4 and 7 imply that evaporation is largely co
plete by 10 ps for I2

2(Ar) 6 at 0.75 eV, beyond which little
evolution of the PE spectra is seen, but the other three
sets imply that relaxation and solvent evaporation are
occurring at least out to 100 ps. If our interpretation of t
edge shifts for I2

2(Ar) 6 at 0.75 eV is correct, then it is almos
certain that some solvent evaporation is occurring over
time scale that oscillations are observed for this cluster~3–4
ps!, implying that coherent motion of the I2

2 core can be
observed concurrently with solvent evaporation, and prov
ing the strongest evidence yet that vibrational relaxation
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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evaporation occur on similar time scales in I2
2(Ar) n clusters.

This view is consistent with the FPE and simulation resu
of photodissociation of large I2

2(Ar) n clusters,11,16 discussed
in Sec. I. It is substantiated as well by the long-time ene
losses displayed in Table III, the larger values of which c
respond almost exactly to the energy needed to evapora
of the n ~6 or 9! solvent atoms.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out experiments in which a know
amount of energy is initially deposited into the iodine stre
of an I2

2(S)n cluster via femtosecond stimulated emissi
pumping. We use time-resolved photoelectron spectrosc
as a means of monitoring the subsequent vibrational re
ation as the iodine loses energy to the cluster modes.
have investigated several cluster sizes with two solvent s
cies, Ar and CO2, at excitation energies of 0.57 and 0.75 e
As in our previous fs-SEP publication, which focused
I2
2(CO2)4 ,24 we determine how much energy remains in t

I2
2 stretch@Evib(t)# using either of two methods: by analyz

ing the oscillation frequency of the vibrationally excite
ground state wave packet as measured at the inner tur
point, and by converting the high-kinetic-energy edge of
spectrum directly to vibrational energy. These methods p
vide lower and upper bounds, respectively, forEvib(t), but
the value derived from the oscillation frequency should
quite accurate for several of the smaller clusters. All clust
but I2

2(Ar) show evidence for rapid energy loss during t
first half-oscillation of the wave packet in the potential.

Vibrational energy loss is significantly faster
I2
2(CO2)n clusters than in I2

2(Ar) n clusters, a result that ca
be understood in terms of stronger chromophore–solv
coupling and higher densities of solvent intermolecular
brational states in I2

2(CO2)n clusters. Solvation effects ar
minimal for I2

2(Ar), where the oscillation frequency is es
sentially identical to that of the bare solute, and the o
evidence for interaction is the absence of rephasing nea
ps. Addition of a second argon atom speeds up the pro
significantly. I2

2(CO2) shows much greater and faster ener
loss than I2

2(Ar); the minimum time scale for evaporation o
the single solvent is similar, however. In larg
I2
2(CO2)n (n54,5) clusters, the time scales for relaxation a

similar ~;3–6 ps! at both excitation energies, though add
tion of a fifth CO2 molecule lowers the overall time sca
slightly. In larger I2

2(Ar) n (n56,9) clusters, in contrast, th
time scale depends strongly on the number of solvent at
and on the excitation energy, with the smaller cluster
higher energy having the fastest time scale for energy tra
fer. We believe that the differences between I2

2(Ar) 6,9 and
I2
2(CO2)4,5 are caused by the differing roles played by s

vent evaporation; argon atoms evaporate in close correla
with vibrational energy loss, while the CO2 solvent network
stores energy for longer periods of time before evapora
occurs.

Future work in our laboratory will utilize our new pho
toelectron imaging detector,45 which allows the determina
tion of the photoelectron angular distributions as well as th
kinetic energies, and has a much better resolution than
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current time-of-flight detector. This may be useful in futu
fs-SEP studies by making possible the separation of vib
tionally excited wave packet dynamics from the residu
upper-state intensity, especially near the outer turning p
region of the spectrum, which is too congested to exam
currently. Additionally, the interpretation of the current wor
particularly the role of evaporation, would be greatly aid
by molecular dynamics simulations of vibrationally excite
I2
2 within a solvent cluster.
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